
Codeavour Evangelist

About Codeavour:
Codeavour is a dynamic and innovative online platform dedicated to nurturing young minds and
fostering their interest in coding, programming, and technology. Our mission is to empower
students with the skills and knowledge needed to excel in the digital age. We provide engaging
and interactive coding courses, workshops, and events that inspire creativity, problem-solving,
and critical thinking among students.

Support Required
As a Codeavour Evangelist, you will play a crucial role in promoting our mission and initiatives.
Your efforts will help inspire and engage students, educators, and the community at large. Your
support will encompass a range of activities aimed at spreading awareness and driving
participation in our coding education programs.

1. Video Message:
Create and share compelling video messages that highlight the importance of coding education
and the impact of Codeavour's programs. These videos will serve as inspiring testimonials and
educational content, encouraging individuals to get involved.

2. Social Media Posts in your Community:
Craft and share engaging social media posts within your local community, showcasing student
success stories, upcoming events, and the benefits of coding education. Use your online
presence to generate interest and engagement among your followers.

3. Webinar Expert Talk:
Host webinars where you share your insights and expertise on coding education, its relevance in
today's world, and how Codeavour is contributing to the educational landscape. These webinars
will provide an interactive platform for participants to learn and engage with you.

4. Invited to National and International Events:
Participate as a representative of Codeavour in national and international educational events,
conferences, and workshops. Your presence and interactions will help elevate Codeavour's
visibility on a larger stage and establish our brand as a leader in coding education.

Your dedication to these activities will contribute significantly to our mission of empowering the
next generation of coders and innovators. Join us in making a lasting impact on education and
inspiring students to thrive in the digital age!

https://codeavour.org/


Benefits

1. Impact story coverage showcasing their contribution
2. Champion Changemaker Certification
3. Website and Social Media Branding
4. Oppurtunity to Impact
5. Momento and Felicitation during National and International Events
6. Help us in supporting underrepresented kids, connect us with them and we’ll provide

them scholarships to participate in the competition.


